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DOSIMETRIC LUNG MODELS 

A.C. JAMES and MONIQUE ROY+ 

National Radiological Protect ion Board, Chilton, Didcot, OXON OXll OPQ, UK. 
I n s t i t u t e de Protect ion e t de Sûreté Nucléaire , Ccninissariat à l 'Energie 
Atomique, Fontenay-aux-Roses, France. 

ABSTRACT 
The anatomical and physiological factors that vary with age and influence 

the deposition of airborne radionuclides in the lung are reviewed. The 
efficiency with which aerosols deposit in the lung for a given exposure at 
various ages from birth to adulthood is evaluated. Deposition within the 
lung is considered in relation to the clearance mechanisms acting in 
different regions or compartments. The procedure for evaluating dose to 
sensitive tissues in lung and transfer to other organs that is being 
considered by the Task Group established by ICRP to review the 'Lung Model' 
is outlined. Examples of the application of this modelling procedure to 
evaluate lung dose as a function of age are given, for.exposure to radon 
daughters in dwellings, and for exposure to an insoluble Pu aerosol. The 
former represents exposure to short-lived radionuclides that deliver 
relatively high doses to bronchial tissue. In this case, dose rates are 
marginally higher in children than in adults. Plutonium exposure represents 
the case where dose is predominantly delivered to respiratory tissue and 
lymph nodes. In this case, the life-time doses tend to be lower for exposure 
in childhood. Some of the uncertainties in this modelling procedure are 
noted. 

1 . INTRODUCTION 
Few data are available on the deposition of aerosol particles in the lungs 

of children, and none for infants or for the wide range of aerosol sizes 
that must be considered to assess dose from inhalatirn of radionuclides. The 
activity deposited in juvenile lung under various environmental conditions 
must therefore be evaluated using theoretical models of the processes 
involved. Models of lung deposition in the adult can be validated by 
comparison with reliable experimental data, obtained over a wide range of 
breathing conditions and aerosol size. Models that represent in a realistic 
manner the structure of the respiratory tract and tidal ventilation of the 
lung during breathing are necessarily elaborate, but they can be scaled for 
children. We attempt here to assemble the information needed to scale such 
models. 
Deposition of radionuclide aerosols in the lung is the first step in the 

sequence leading to irradiation of lung and other tissues. The site of 
deposition within the lung, whether on ciliated or non-ciliated airways, 
may also be important in determining doses. For example, the different 
pathways and rates of clearance applicable in these airways will influence 
doses from long-lived radionuclides, and their different structure will 
affect doses from short-range a- and 0-particle emitters. The transport 
processes acting on deposited particles and doses absorbed by tissues or 
sensitive cells at risk can be modelled with various degrees of complexity. 
In general, less complex models require fewer assumed values for key 
parameters that cannot be defined explicitly by experimental data, but they 
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may be unrealist ic . Compromises are necessary between realism, our linitM 
abi l i ty to define and evaluate model parameters and the requirements to 
apply the model for purposes of radiological protection or risk estimation 
We restrict our attention here to the modelling approach being develop*/ 
with these limitations firmly in mind, by the ICRP Lung Model Task Groi,' 
(1). P 

2. LUNG VOLUMES 
Standard values of lung volumes and mass as a function of age are needed 

in both ^hi^dren and adults, lung volumes correlate best with standi^ 
height (2) . The height and also body weight of males and females at various 
ages from birth to young adulthood has been reported by van Wieringen (3) 
based on thousands of Dutch subjects. Figure 1 shows the mean body weights 
between birth and 20 years of age, and for comparison, the total i n 
capacity (TLC) predicted from standing height. Regression functions reported 
by various authors have been used here, over the ranges of age to which they 
apply (4 ,5 ,6 ,7 ) . 

FIGURE 1. Total lung capacity (curves) and body weight (symbols) as a 
function of age. 

For the male, from adulthood down to about 10 years of age, total lung 
capacity reduces in proportion to body weight. In younger children, the 
lungs become progressively smaller in relation to their body weight, in 
infants by a factor of about two. Ventilatory efficiency is maintained by 
increasing the breath frequency, which i s thus about a factor two higher in 
infants than adults (2 ,6 ,8 ,9) . At puberty, around 12 years, females diverge 
from males both in body weight and lung capacity. The lungs of adolescent 
and adult females are smaller than the male and also smaller in proportion 
to body weight. This leads to a difference between the sexes in aerosol 
deposition and doses from a given exposure, but i t i s smaller than the 
effects of age in children, and is not considered further here. 

Normal breathing i s effected by cyclic expansion and contraction of the 
respiratory airways. The amplitude of expansion i s referred to as the tidal 
volume; i t takes place from a standard lung volume known as the functional 
residual capacity, or FRC (8). The values of FRC, plus the relatively small 
t idal expansions, determine the s izes of respiratory airways at different 
ages. From the age of 3 years, when the number and structure of respiratory 
airways are fully developed (10), their size can be evaluated for the 
purpose of modelling lung deposition by scaling adult values in proportion 
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to the cjbe root of lung volume. In infants, growth of the lung occurs 
mainly by increasing the number of airways and alveoli and not their size. 
Thus, straightforward scaling from adult values is not strictly valid, 
although it is used here for computational convenience. Alveolar deposition 
so derived for the infant will tend to be overestimated, but not 
substantially. 

The da'a on FRC as a function of age are less complete, but can be 
estimated from values of the TLC. Gaultier et al. (11) reported that in 
infants from 1 month old, FRC is typically half of TLC. Th*.d relationship 
has also been found for children aged from 11 years and for young adults of 
both sexes (4). For the purpose of calculating aerosol deposition, we 
propose that reference values of FRC as a function of age, relative to the 
adult male (9), can thus be derived from values of TLC which are summarised 
in Figure 1. 

3. LUNG VENTILATION 
The ventilatory requirements of children and women are greater than adult 

men in relation to body weight, because of their higher metabolic rates. 
This will lead to greater intakes of radionuclides for the same exposure, 
and potentially to higher doses. Relative ventilation rates have been 
assessed from data on dietary intake as a function of age by Adams (12), on 
the assumption that oxygen consumption, energy expenditure and intake are 
proportional. Values so derived of the mean ventilation rates in infants and 
children relative to that of an adult 21 y man (9) are shown in Figure 2. 
These are reasonably consistent with values measured at rest by Gaultier et 
al. (6,11), when these are expressed as a proportion of that for the 
standard adult at rest of 0.45 m h (9). 

FIGURE 2. Ventilation rates in children relative to adult values measured at 
rest (Gaultier, 1979; 1981) and the mean ratio throughout the day estimated 
by Adams (1981) as a function of body weight. 

On these bases, we propose to adopt reference values of ventilation rates 
in children of Q.l, 0.3, 0.37, 0.5, and O i . m V , at birth, 1, 2, 6 and 10 
years old, respectively, relative to 0.75 m h" averaged throughout the day 
for an adult (13,14). These ventilation rates for children are approximately 
a factor two higher than their relative body weights, and substantially 
higher than values considered earlier to assess population exposures 
(13,14,15). 
To calculate lung deposition, we propose to use the respiratory 

frequencies of 35, 30, 25, 20, 17 and 15 min for the five age groups 



referred to above and the adult, respectively. Such values are consistent 
with data for subjects at rest reported by Gaultier et al. (6,11). To model 
the effect of physical exercise on lung deposition, we consider below a 
three-fold increase in ventilation rate from the restina value, achieved by 
increasing the tidal volume. This corresponds to fairly vigorous activity 
such as walking quickly or cycling (8). 
4. AIRWAY DIMENSIONS 

Phalen et al. (16) have recently reported data on airway length and 
diameter throughout the bronchial tree, measured systematically from casts 
of 20 lungs obtained at birth and at various ages up to young adulthood. 
They expressed airway dimensions as linear regressions on body height, and 
reported these for the trachea and all 15 generations of bronchial 
branching. Typical results for the third airway generation are shown in 
Figure 3. 

50 '5 '00 
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FIGURE 3. Mean bronchial length and diameter in 20 lungs from newborn 
infants, children of various ages and young adults, as functions of body 
length (Phalen et al., 1985). 

For the purpose of calculating deposition for children, the regression 
functions described by Phalen et al. (16) can be used directly to evaluate 
airway sizes, but also (17,18) to scale other widely used models of the 
adult bronchial tree (19,20). This is done below; meanwhile the implication* 
of these new data for dead space and ventilation of respiratory tissue by 
tidal air are outlined. 

S. DEAD SPACE 
5.1 Anatomical values 

•ccording tô" Phalen et al., in the adult male the total volume of the 
trachea and ten generations of bronchi is about 55 ml, and that of the five 
generations of small airways (bronchioles) about 30 ml. The manner in which 
these anatomical volumes scale with age and with body weight in children is 
shown in Figure 4. Volumes of the trachea and bronchi increase from birth 
approximately in proportion to body weight. The bronchioles, however, ace 
disproportionately large. To define the so-called anatomical dead space, 
the volume of the nasopharynx must be added. This is about 50 ml in adult 
man (9), but there are no data for children. For the present purpose, it is 
reasonable to assume that ext-"a-thoracic dead space scales in the saot 
manner as the trachea and bronchi, that is in proportion to body weight. 
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FIGURE 5. Dead space 
reported for various ages, 
and compared with anatomical 
values. 

FIGURE 4. Anatomical dead space in children 
relative to adult values, according to 
the airway dimensions measured by Phaien et 
al. U985), and compared to body weight. 
5.2 Functional values 
Dead" space has been estimated for subjects of various ages, usually by 

measuring the concentration profile ot a test gas in exhaled air (8,21-23). 
This is a measure of ventilatory function and not simply the anatomical size 
of bronchial airways (16). Values of functional dead space reported for 
children and young adults are shown in Figure 5. The value of 160 ml, 
indicated by these data for a young adult male, has bean adopted (9) for 
'Reference Man'. Functional dead space appears to increase from birth to 
young adulthood in proportion to body weight; it can be represented 'in ml) 
by 2.5 x W (in kg). In mature persons, the dead space increases further with 
advancing age. 

It was shown in Figure 4 that the thoracic dead space in children, as 
determined by measurement of airway casts, is large in proportion to body 
weight. The total dead space obtained by adding the nasopharyngeal 
components are shown in Figure 5. These anatomically derived data for young 
children are substantially higher than values suggested by lung function 
tests. However, this is predicted theoretically when dispersion of tidal air 
in the lung is considered (24). Small children breath shallowly in relation 
to their anatomical dead space, but at high air velocity compared to adults. 
This increases the fraction of tidal air that penetrates to alveolar lung. 
Such ventilation factors can be included in theoretical models of lung 
deposition (25), which then predict accurately the deposition data for human 
subjects. A calculational model, discussed elsewhere (17,18), is used below 
to evaluate aerosol deposition in the lungs of children and adults. This 
takes empirical account of dead space and ventilation effects; its 
application has been validated (18) by comparison with human data (26,27) 
and the results of more sophisticated model calculations (24,28). 

It is assumed here that the sizes of bronchial airways in children scale 
in the manner reported by Phaien et al. (16). The corresponding dead space 
calculated for the adult is lower than that of 160 ml recommended (9) for 
'Reference Man'. Anatomical models used commonly elsewhere give values of 
about 140 ml (19) and 170 ml (20), when adjusted to standard lung volume 
(29). For the calculations below, sizes of airways throughout the bronchial 
tree are defined by averaging all three models (18); variations in results 
obtained using the different models are relatively minor. 
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6. DEPOSITION IN THE NOSE OR MOUTH 
There are no data on this phenomenon for children. For the adult, data 

from various authors have been sumtiarised by yu et al. (30). These apply t 0 

aerosol particles larger than about 1 um diameter, for which deposition is 
due predominantly to particle inertia. Vu et al. represented deposition in 
the nose and mouth simply in terms of the product of aerodynamic diameter 
squared and flow rate. Their expression for nasal deposition is similar to 
that assumed earlier for the ICHP Lung Model (31,32). However, the data show 
that variation in nasal deposition between individual subjects is large, it 
can he represented by a standard deviation of values for a given particle 
size and flow rate of about + 0.15 (30). The data for mouth breathing cannot 
be used directly; experimental measurements were generally obtained using a 
mouthpiece and this procedure has been shown to give lower values than 
norr\al breathing (33). To allow for this, it may be reasonable, say, to 
consider the upper quartile of the experimental data reviewed by Yu et al. 
(30). Fractional deposition in the mouth can be estimated from the 
corresponding value for nasal breathing, by subtracting a uniform fraction 
of about 0.2. Using these simplifying assumptions, we calculate the values 
of nasal and oral deposition for an adult shown in Figure 6. These represent 
the fraction of inhaled activity deposited in the nose or mouth for rest or 
exercise. They apply to the practical situation, where a distribution of 
particle sizes is inhaled (31), this being represented by the activity 
median aerodynamic diameter (AMAD). 

•1M0. pm — * J V J £ ) <jm 

FIGURE 6. Extra-thoracic deposition of inhaled activity in resting and 
exercising adults, derived from experimental data. 

Inertial deposition is substantial for aerosols with median particle 
diameters larger than about 0.5 um. For smaller particles deposition occurs 
by the thermodynamic process of diffusion. Few experimental data are 
available in this size range. Schiller's recent values (34) are shown in 
Figure 6. In the absence of a theoretical treatment, these data can be used 
to predict nasal deposition empirically. It is expected (35) that deposition 
by diffusion will increase with the square roots of the particle diffusion 
coefficient and transit time through the nose, respectively. The deposition 
values shown in Figure 6, as functions of activity median diameter (AMD), 
are predicted on this basis. Values predicted for 0.001 um particles are 
consistent with early estimates of nasal deposition for unattached radon 
daughters, i.e. about 0.6 (36). Deposition of small particles in the mouth 
can be neglected. 
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Calculated values for lung deposition that follow assume nasal breathing, 
a For oral breathing, these can be corrected using the respective estimates of 
o extra-thoracic deposition from Figure 6; deposition in the nose or mouth 
s occurs predominantly on inhalation and can be treated simply as pre-
n filtraticn. There are no anatomical data for children that could enable 
r values of nasal or oral deposition for the adult to be scaled. It is must be 
o assumed for the present that extra-thoracic deposition is independent of 
w age. It is noted that young children are predominantly nose-breathers (37). 
t 
e 7. LUNG DEPOSITION 
t In order to assess doses, it is not sufficient to consider only the total 
a deposition of a radioactive aerosol in the lung as a whole. Different 
n clearance rates and pathways apply for the alveolated and ciliated airways, 
o respectively, and even between the large and small ciliated airways (bronchi 

and bronchioles). We give here calculated values of the efficiencies with 
,e which aerosols are deposited in distinct functional regions of the lung, as 
in defined in the general model of clearance '-shaviour and dose being developed 
s by the ICRP Task Group (1). This is outlined later, in Section 8. 
it 7.1 Adult 
>r Thi Fractions of inhaled activity calculated to deposit in the bronchi, 
>f bronchioles and alveolar-interstitial region of the adult lung are shown in 
y Figure 7: (a) in terms of activity median diameter (AMD) for aerosols in the 

thermodynamic size range; (b) in terms of activity median aerodynamic 
diameter (AMAD) when aerodynamic behaviour determines deposition. 

'.-.. ^ T M , - J » , C iça -j^ga o! Aanaynam* j ^ f » '^nga 
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FIGURE 7. Calculated tractions of inhaled activity deposited in the bronchi 
(B, diagonal hatching), bronchioles (b) and alveolar-interstitial (A-I, 
vertical hatching) region of the adult lung, when resting and exercising 
with nasal breathing. Note the different ordinate scales in (a) and (b). 

Unattached radon daughters and vapours such as iodine represent the 
smallest aerosols that need be considered. These have an AMD of about 0.001 
urn; approximately half would deposit in the nose (much less in the mouth) 
and most of the remaining activity in the bronchi (Figure 7a). As the 
aerosol AMD increases, a larger fraction of activity is deposited in the 

I, bronchioles. For aerosol AMD larger than about 0.01 urn, deposition occurs 
re mainly in the alveolar-interstitium. Large numbers of small particles, with 
3n diameters of the order of 0.1 urn, are normally present in the air, both 
th indoors and out. These serve to condense supersaturated vapours including 

radon daughter atoms and are important in determining lung deposition. 
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For aerosols in the larger aerodynamic size range (Figure 7b), models 
based firmly on experimental data indicate that alveolar-interstitial 
deposition varies relatively little with aerosol size, and by less than is 
assumed in the current ICRP Lung Model (32). The maximum value is calculated 
to be approximately 15% of the inhaled activity, at an aerosol AMAD of about 
3 urn. The values in Figure 7b are to be compared with the monotonie decrease 
in deposition with aerosol size assumed at present (32), from 35% at 0.5 um 
25% at a standard value of 1 urn to 5% at 10 um AMAD. The ICRP currently 
assumes that tracheo-bronchial deposition (the sum of that in bronchi and 
bronchioles) is constant at 8%. The results given in Figure 7b confirm that 
this is reasonably valid for aerosols larger than about 3 um AMAD, but an 
overestimate (by about a factor two) in the sub-micron size range. Lunq 
deposition of aerosols larger than about 3 um AMAD is strongly influenced by 
pre-filtration in the nose or mouth (Figure 6). 
We have considered here the fraction of inhaled activity deposited in lung 

and its variation with breathing rate; it may be increased, decreased or 
unaltered with exercise, depending on aerosol size and the lung region 
considered (Figure 7). We now examine the overall effects of breathing 
rates, lung volumes and ventilation characteristics on lung deposition in 
childr»n, compared to adults, for a certain exposure to radioactive 
aerosols. 
7.2 Children 
The activity deposited in the lunns of children as functions of aerosol 

size, relative to that for an adult male (given the value unity), are shown 
in Figure 8 (a) for the bronchi and bronchioles and (b) the alveolar-
interstitial region. 
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FIGURE 8. Calculated bronchial and alveolar-interstitial deposition in 
children's lungs for a given exposure, relative to adult values and compared 
to the relative ventilation rates, V_. 

Deposition in the bronchi (and bronchioles) in children for a given 
exposure is generally high in proportion to their ventilation rates, but not 
by large f actors. Alveolar-interstitial deposition varies roughly in 
proportion to ventilation rate, although it tends to be low in very young 
children because of the predicted effect of dead space. The accompanying 
changes of tissue size and mass with age, together with any clearance 
factors, determine whether differences in deposition efficiency result in 
age dependent doses. 
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3. COMPARTMENT MODEL FOR CLEARANCE AND DOSIMETRY 
Tissues and cells at risk in the lung are discussed elsewhere (38,39,40, 

17). Risk of lung cancer is assumed to be related to doses absorbed by 
bronchial tissue and the alveolar-interstitium. Irradiation of lymph nodes 
associated with the lung may also be important, indirectly, in altering 
immune response and possibly directly, in increasing the risk of lymphomas 
and other cancers (39). We restrict our attention here to the evaluation of 
doses absorbed by these tissues, the first step in risk assessment. 

/ u u \ 

7~ ©" \ 
FIGURE 9. Model of clearance compartments in the lung, relating deposition 
sites, transfer processes acting on particles (symbols defined in the text) 
and tissues for dose evaluation. 

It is realistic and convenient to regard clearance of radioactive material 
after deposition in the lung as the result of competition between mechanical 
transport and absorption into the blood (41). These processes can be 
represented by clearance rates, acting in distinct compartments of the lung, 
as shown in Figure 9. Rate constants for mechanical clearance, denoted by M, 
are assumed to be independent of the radioactive material; they characterise 
the compartment and clearance pathway. Mechanical clearance in the bronchi 
(B) and bronchioles (b) is effected by cilia, whereas macrophages transport 
material from the alveolar-interstitium (A-I) to the bronchial airways or 
lymph nodes. The rate of absorption into the blood, A(t), is determined by 
the material; it may change with time in some important cases (41). 
Particles are considered to be transported rapidly through the bronchi, by 

ciliary action on mucus. Transit can be represented by a half-time of the 
order of 100 minutes. The rate of clearance from the small airways 
(bronchioles) is less certain. The characteristic half-time is at least a 
day, and quite possibly tens of days (42,43). Clearance of particles from 
the alveolar-interstitium via the bronchial tree can be represented by 
exponential decay with a half-time of about 500 days (42,44). The rate of 
clearance to lymph nodes is probably about an order of magnitude slower; a 
value of approximately 2 10" d" can be derived from experimental data on 
dogs (45,46). It follows that only relatively insoluble materials with long 
radioactive half-lives are translocated to lymph nodes, where they will tend 
to accumulate. 
Clearance rates in children are not known. It might be expected that the 

mechanical processes involved are somewhat faster than in the adult, because 
path lengths through the airways are shorter. It is assumed for the present 
that clearance rates are independent of age, although this may tend to 
overestimate lung doses in children. 
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9. DOSIMETRIC FACTORS 
The deposition and clearance models outlined above enable the number of 

radioactive disintegrat ions in lung following exposure to particular 
radionuclides t o be calculated, for children and adul ts . Finally, we must 
consider how conversion coefficients from disintegrations to dose are 
affected by organ s ize . Scaling procedures sui table for y- and energetic g-
emitters have been described elsewhere (47). Special considerations for 
a-emitters are outlined here. 

FIGURE 10. Dose to epi thel ia l ce l l s 
in the adult bronchi and bronchioles 
for 1 ot-disintegration in imyus or 
t i ssue sources, compared to values 
for lynch nodes. 

FIGURE 11. Scaling factors for 
dose to lung t i ssues in children 
for a given number of 
ot-disintegrations, re lat ive to 
adult values. 

I t is considered that a number of different types of ce l l are a t risk for 
induction and development of bronchogenic cancers. These are located 
throughout the epithelium, implying that dose averaged over the epithelium 
as a whole should be evaluated (39,17). For the adul t , the bronchial 
epithelium i s about 50 urn thick, and that in the bronchioles about 15 urn. 
The respective values of dose, calculated for one a-disintegrat ion in mucus 
or in t i ssue , are shown in Figure 10 as functions of a -par t ic le energy. Dose 
conversions are higher for the bronchi than the bronchioles, but only by 
about a factor two, despite the difference of about four in surface area. It 
can be concluded that the location of the o-emitter, whether in tissue or 
mucus, i s not a c r i t i c a l factor in determining dose. 

Assuming tha t the lymph nodes have a mass of approximately 10 g, we find 
from Figure 10 that «-decays therein give similar doses to those in the 
bronchi and bronchioles. Decays in the a lveolar- inters t i t ium would give 
doses 100 times smaller. 

In children, the mass of a lveo la r - in t e r s t i t i a l t i s sue is proportional to 
body weight (9) . I t i s not known whether th i s is true for lymph nodes. If 
so, however, the scaling factors for dose conversion as a function of age 
shown in figure 11 can be applied for both pulmonary t issues. Dose 
conversions for bronchial and bronchiolar epi the l ia are affected by their 
surface areas , and, in the bronchi, mean ep i the l ia l thickness is expected to 
vary with airway cal ibre . Appropriate correction factors can be determined 
for various ages, using the data of Phalen e t a l . (16). The overall 
influence of age is shown in Figure 11. Bronchial doses per unit activity 
are approximately six times higher in newborn infants than in adults, 
depending s l i g h t l y on a-energy, but the dose conversion for bronchioles is 
found to vary much less with age. 
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10. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
10.1 Domestic exposure to radon 
The radon daughter aerosol in domestic environments can be characterised 

by two components; typically, most of the potential o-energy (defined in 
Ref. 13) is attached to an aerosol with AMD about 0.1 um and approximately 
5% in the unattached state (17,18). Absorbed doses calculated for children 
and adults exposed for one year to a mean iradon gas concentration of 20 Bq 
m are shown in Figure 12. It is useful in practice to relate dose rates in 
such a manner to radon gas concentration (17). 

FIGURE 12. Annual absorbed dose rates to lung tissues from chronic indoor 
exposure to a radon gas concentration of 20 Bq nf , calculated as a function 
of age. 

The calculated dose rates vary only slightly with age; that to bronchial 
epithelium is approximately 50%higher for a 1 year old than the adult value 
of about 1 mGy y per 20 Bq m . Bronchiclar dose rates decrease uniformly 
with age. The bronchial and bronchiolar doses predominate for radon 
daughters; clearance is ineffective for such radionuclides that decay 
rapidly, and the mass of epithelial tissue absorbing «-energy is small. 
Doses absorbed by the alveolar-interstitium are negligible in comparison. 

10.2 Exposure to insoluble plutonium-239 
Different factors determine doses from long-livei, insoluble materials. 

Relatively rapid transport through the bronchial airways limits the dose to 
bronchial epithelium. Highest doses are calculated for pulmonary tissues, 
where particles are retained for long periods. The relevant dose is that 
delivered over a lifetime following an exposure, the so-called committed 
dose. Values calculated for insoluble Pu, which is.absorbed into the 
blood extremely slowly, i.e. at a rate of about 2 10" d" (45,46), are 
shown in the final figure. 
The committed doses to alveolar tissue may be about a factor two higher in 

young children compared to that in the adult, for the same environmental 
exposure (Figure 13). Doses to lymph nodes are higher in adults than 
children, and doses to a composite 'pulmonary' tissue, defined 
conventionally (32), also tend to increase with age. The value for a 20 year 
old is about 15 uGy over the remaining lifetime, following 1 Bq h -f 
exposure. 

Lower committed doses arise for children, despite their higher aerosol 
deposition in relation to tissue masses and their longer lives for 
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accumulation of dose. The reason for this is the marked effect of tissu» 
growth in diluting committed doses. However, dose rates are higher i n 

children in the initial years. 

FIGURE 13. Lifetime or committed-doses absorbed by lung tissues calculated 
as a function of age for 1 Bq h m~ exposure to an insoluble Pu aerosol. 

CONCLUSION 
Substantial uncertainties remain in estimating the filtration effect of 

nasal breathing in children, for large or very small aerosols. Furthermore, 
it is not known whether rates Jf lung clearance, and of absorption for 
particular materials, are the same in children and adults. Age dependent 
clearance may influence doses, both to the lung and to secondary organs, via 
absorption into the blood. 

Having established that doses can be evaluated, one must consider the 
possioility that risk factors for irradiation of lung tissues may differ 
between children and adults. 

Nevertheless, overall it appears unlikely that committed doses to lung 
tissues in children will, in the main, differ substantially from those in 
the adult for the same exposures. Reasonably good models can be defined to 
evaluate doses for any radionuclides and exposure conditions of interest. 
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